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EX2ERIMENTLL INVESTIGATION CE’TEICEFFECTS OF VISCOSITY

ON THE DRAG OF BODIES OF REVOLUTION

AT A MACH ~Lm OF 1.5

By Dean R. Chap.wn end Edward W. Perkins

SUMMARY

Tostw wore conducted to detamtne the offecte of viscosity
on tho drag and base prassure charactcristies of various bcdios of
revolution at a Mach number of 1.5. !Ihomodels woro toetd both
with emooth surfaces and with roughness zikhd to ovaluato tho
effocts of Rqnolds number for both leminar and turbulent boundzry
layers. The principal geometric variables investigated were aftor–
body shape and length-diameter ratio. For most models, forco tests
and baso pressuro measurements wera made over a rs.ngeof Reynolds
numbers, based on modol lmgth, frcm 0.6 million to 5.o mil~ions.
Schliercn photogra~hs wore used to analyze the offocts of viscosity
on flow scpaz”ationand shock-wavo configuration near tho baso and
to verify tho condition of the boundary ~W~r aE ~duc~d fr~ fo?ce
tests. Tho results are discussed and ccmporod with thoorotical
calculations.

‘IhcJresults show that viscosity offocts em large and depend
to a groat dogmo on tho bcdy shape. Tho effects differ greatly for
l.aminarand turbulent flow in tho boundary layer, and wit~in each
regbo depend upon tho Reynolds number of the flow. Laminor flow
-S found Up to ~ Reynolds number of 6.5 millionsEUIdmy possibly
exist to higher values.

The flow cvor tho titorbody and tho shock-+nvo configuration
near the base aro shown to bo very much difforont for laminar than
for turbulent flow in @ bourdmy layer. Tha base prcssuro ts much
higher with tho turbulent layer than with tho laminor layer, result-
ing in a negative baso drag in SOMO cams. ‘IUOtote.1.drag charactofi
~8~tcs at a g~von Roynolds n~b~r uo @fectod considorcbly by tkO
transition to turlmlont flow. ‘I’hofore drag of bodios without boat
tailing or of boat-tailed bodios for ~ich tho offocts of flow
separation are nogligiblo can ho ccloulated by ad&ing the slsin–
friction drag based upon the assumption of tha low+spood friction
characteristics to th; thoorotical WC.VOdrag.
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For laminor flow in tho boundary layer tho off~cts of varying
tho Reynolds number were found to be lcge, approximately doubling
the base drag in many cases and incree,slngthe total drag about
20 percent over the Reynolds number range investigated. For
turbulent flow in the boundary layer, the effects of varying the
Reynolds number usual.1.ychanged the base dr~ and total hag coeffi-
cients considerably.

INTRODUCTION

The effects OX viscosity on the aercdyaamto characteristics
of bodies moving at low subsoni,cepeeds have been known for many
yeare and have been evaluated by numerous investigators. The
effects of viscosity at transonic speeds have been inveetigatod
only recently, and relatively large effecte on the flow over air-
foile are reported.bykckeret (reference 1) and Liepmann (i-efe~ence2).
Although the relative thorougllneseof these two inveetigat:onehaa
furni~hed a good start toward a satisfactory evaluation and under-
standing of the effects of ~iecosity in transonic flow field,%etill
very little is know-nabout the effects at purely supersonic speede.

The experiments reported in reference 3, 4, and ~ have succeeded
in evaluating the magnitude of the skin friction for supereon~c flows
in yipes and on curved surfaces, Reference 6 contains a small
amount of data on the effects of Reynolds nmber on the drag of a
sphere and a circular cylinder; however, those data em nat appll-
ca,bleto aerodynamic shapoe which are practical for supersonic flight.

It has been generally aeeumed that the effects of viscosity am
small and need be considered only when determining the magnitude of
skin friotion. In reviewing past data for the effects of viecoeity
it was found that in many reporte, suoh as references 7 and 8, tiio
model eize was not stated, thereby rendering the calculation of
ReynoJ.denumber qufl!todifficult.

Preliminary toste in the Ames l-by &foot supersonic wind
tunnel No. 1, which is a varia,blo--preesurc_tunneljshowed a relatively
large eff~ct of Reynolds number on tho drag of bodies of revolution.
The reeults of this cursory invosttga~lonwere not reported b.ocauso
the magnitudo of support intorfcrence was not known and bocauao
certain inaccuracies in the ba.lancomoasuremonts woro lmown to exist
in the data taken at low tunnel pressures. An investigation of wj.ng-
bciiyinteraction at suporsonio spocds has ?monconduc’tud eubmquontly
and the reeults prosentad in referonco 9. Bocauso of ljhoeupport
interferonco and tho balance inaccuraciesnotod at low proesuros
the data proeentod therein of ~o offoct d Reynolds number on tko .
drag of smooth bod.iosare not sufftciontly accurato throughout
the-rango of Reynolds num%ers for direct
of froc flight.

&&r@ication to tho conditions

CONFIDEIfTIAL
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Since the effects of viscosity already were known to be
relatively large at,’da outset of this investigation, the ~urposa
of the present research was made twofoid, The prtiary purpcse was
to develop an understanding of the.mechanism hy which viscostty
alters tie theoretical fnviscid flow over bodies of revolutim at
supersonic speeds, and the secondary purpose to determine the magnit-
ude of these effects ’forthe particular bodies investi~ated.

AZPARATUS AND ‘ZESTMWI!HOIE

A general description of the wind tunnel and the principal
instrumentationused can be found in reference 9. Included therein
is a description of the schlieren apparatus, which forms an integral
part of the wind-tunnel equtpruont, and the strain-e balance syston
employed fcr measuring aerodynamic forces. In order to obtain
accumte data.at low as wall as hf@ tunnel pressures, a mGre sen3i—
tive drag gage was used in tb prssent investigation than in the .
investigation or reference 9; however, all other details of tho
balance systim are the same. For the purposes of tm present
inves”~igation,it is pertinent to add that the tunnel i$ equipped
with three turbulonco-reducing screens located in the sottlinE
chamber.

The tunnel total pressure, the static roferonca pressure in
the test section, ad the prossura in the air chamber of the balance
housing wora obsorved on a mercury manomoter. EocausQ tho diffor–
ence between the base prossuro and the static reforonco pressuro In
the test section is ordiwily too small (cnly 0.5 cm of mac-ary at
low tunnel pressuzzos)to be accurately road from a mercury manomchr,
a supplementary manometer using a fluid of lower specific graviti~
was employed. Dibutyl phtlmlati, having a specific gravity of
approxhe.tely 1.05 at room temperatu.zzes, was used as an indicating
fluid in this manometer instead of the conventional light manometer
fluids, such as water and alcohol, because of its lower vapor pres-
sure and its property of releasing little or no dissolved air when
exposed to very low pressures.

Models and Supports

Photographs of the models, which were made of aluminum alloy,
are shown in f’igures1 and 2, and their dimensions ere given in
figure 3. Models 1, 2, and 3 were each fomed of a l&caliber ogive
nose followed by a short Cylindricd section; they differ from one
another only in the mount of beat tailing. The shape of the ogive
was not varied in this investigation because the flow over it is not
affected a~preciablyby viscostty. Models 4, 5, and 6, which d?,ffer

coNFIDmIAL
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from one anothor only in thickness ratio, WOrO formed by parabOliC
arcs with the vortix at the position af maximum thictioss.

::
For

convonionco,
s“

come of tho more important gmmotric propcrt?.osof R
models 1 tlwough 6 are listid in tho following t~blc: —

-.

Modol Frontal
area

A(sq ~y~

1 I .227
2 1.227

1.227
: .866

1.758
2 3.426

Nom
half
a3.lglo
e(dog)—..
18.2
18.2
~$a~
I_l,j
15.9
21.8

f~o~-
Volum
ratio

A/(v) 2/3

0.302
. 3W
.318
.305
.387

‘.479 ‘

Longth-
diamotcm
:.mtio
L/D——-.

;::

6.2
4.4

BMo-
SJ.’wa
ratio
i“.~/.A—.
1.00

.191

.186

.~87

In addition to tho abovo-montionodmodds, sovorel othr bodiws
woro tcstid for cortdn spocif’icpurposos. Thusj modols 7’and 8
woro mado unusually long GO that tho akin frictbn would bo a largo
portion of the measured drag, thereby enabling the condition of the
boundary layer to be deduced from force te~ts. Various substitute
ogives, shown in figure 2(a), were made interchangeablewith the
smooth ogive that is shown attached to the cylindrical afterbody of
model 8. ~..eseogives were provided with d$fferent types end
amounts of roughnese and could be tested either alone or with the
long cylintiical afterbody attached. When the ogives were tested
alone, a shroud of the same diameter as the ogive was used to
replace the cylindrical afterbody. Model 9, a body with a conical
nose, and model 10, a sphere, were tested in crder to compaze the
resul.tkof the present investigationwith exi~tingtheoretical
calo.ulationsand with the results of other expe~imenkl investiga–
tions. Models 11, 12, 13, and 14 were constructed to determine the
effects of the length-diameter ratio for a ftxed Ghape of aftertiody.
In all cases when a smooth surface was desired, the models wero
polished before testing to obtain a surface as free from scratclms
and mach~.ningmarks as possible,

Tho models were supported in two diffcmwnt Wc%va: hy a rear
support and by a side support, as shown In f.lgures4, 5, and 6. Tho
rear support used in the.majority of the cases consists of a sting
which supports the model and att.aohe~tm the balance beam. A thin
steel shroud encloses the sting and thereby eliminates tho aor>
dynamic tare fur~es. Use of the raar support allows force data, base
pressuro dnta, a,ndschlieren photograpl]sto be taken simultaneousl~,
The efde support which attaches to tho lower side of the modol .
consists of a 6-percen&tllic-Kairfoil of “straight-sidesognmnts
and ‘T” semiwedge an~le at tho leading and trailing edges The

—

.

x -.

-.
-=
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.#+
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-

—
-+
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side support was used to determine ,& effects of the axial variatdon
in test-section static pressure on base pressuzzc,and, in conjunc-
tion w?.tha dunmy roar support, to evaltits tho effects of support
intmrferonco. I&m pressure data and schlieren photographs can be
obtainod when tho side support is used.

Test Methods

Tho tests woro conductod at zero anglo of attack in a fixed
nozzle dosignad to provido a uniform Mac-nnumber of approximatil:?
1.5 fn th~ ~st section. For the positions occupied by th~ diffo~~nt
?nodols,the froc-st~eam Mach number actually varied from 1.49 to
1.51. This is somewhat lowor than tho Mk+.chnumber of tho t~sts
reported in rcforence 9, which woro conducted farther downstream in
tho test section.

Boforo and aft-oreach run procauttons woro taken to test tlm
prossuro lines for leaks and tho b+mco system fo~ friction or
zero shift. Each run was mado by starting the tunnel at a low
prossuro, usually.~ pounds por squaro inch absoluto, and taking
data at difforont lovols of tunnel stagnation prossuro up tc a
maximum of 25 pounds por squaro inch absolute. Bocausc of tho lag
in tho m&nmuotor systoin,approximately 15 minutes at low prossuros
and ~ minuhs at high prossuros wo~o allowod for conditions to
como to equilibrium. Tho ovor-all variation in Reynolds number
based on body length ranged from about 60,co0 to 9.4 millions. !1310
spoo’fiichwidity of tho air usually was maintoinod below 0.0001
pound of water por pound of dry air, and in all cases was below
0.0003.

In gonora.1,each body was tostod with a polished surfaco end
then latur with roughnoss added to fix transition. As illustrated
in figure 2(a), several.difforont methods of fixing transition on
a body in a suporsontc stream woro tried. Tho usuol Carborundum
method employod in subsonic rcsoarch was not used bccauso of tic
dsngor of blowing Carborundum particlm into tho tunnel-drivo
ccmprossors. The method finally adopted w to comont a l/8-inch–
wide band of particlas of tahlo salt around tho body. This method
provod successful at all but tho very low Reynolds num%ors. On
models 1, 2, 3, and 12 roughnoss was looatod ono-eighth inch down–
streem of tho beginning of tho cylindrical section. On modols 4,
5, and 6 thG roughness wae placed 4.5 inches from tho noso and on
model 8 ono-6ighth inch upstream of tho beginning of tho cylindzzical
sftmrbody. Modols 7, 9, 10, l.1,13, and 14 woro tasted in tho smooth
condition only.



RESULTS

~e’duction of DGta

The force data included in this repoz% have been reduced to
the usual coefficient form through division by the product of tho
free–stream dynamic pressure and the frontal area of the body.
If it is desired tc refer these coefficients to (volumo)2/= tho
necessary conversion factors can be found In the table of the
geometric properties of the models,included in the section on
models and supports In each case, conditions just shad of the
nose of a model are taken as the,free-etresm conditions.

T& measurements of the pressure on the ba,seof each model
are referred to frcm atrosm static pr~ssurc and made dimensionless
through division %y &o free-etrcmm dynamfc pressure. Thus, tho
base pressure coofficiont is calculated from the equation

where

PB base pressure coefficient

PB prownum acting on tho base

(I1 free-stream dynamic pressure

(1)

u,.

The dynamic presmro is ,calculatedfrom tho isontro~.crolaticn
ships. A small oxporimontally determined aorroction is applied
for the loss in total proasuro due to condensation of watir vapor
in the nozzle. !IhoReynolds numbe~ is basod”upoll–th~”body longtln
and is calcula.todfrom the 3,s~ntinop3.crolatfonships using
Sutherlandts formula for tho variation of viscosity with tho
tompcnmturo of tho air.

It is convoniont to oonsidor tho forco duo to tho base prossuro
as a soparato ccmponont of’the total drag. Accordingly, the baso
drag is rofmrod to tho fr’ontalezoa, -d in ooof~icien$ form Is
given by

(2)

—

—

--4

F.

=
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where

c% base drag coefficient

AB area of base

A frontal area of the body

The fore dzm.gis defined..asthe sum of all drag
act on the bcxiysurface forward of the base. Hence,
coeffl.cient is given by

% =@ -%

7

forces that

the fore drag

Wh(jm ~ is the total drag coefficient and. ~ the fcre dm.g
coefficlent. The concept of fo~e drag coefficient is useful for
several reasons. It is the fore drag that is of direct importance-
tc the practical designer when the pressure acting on the base of
a body is altered by a Jet of gases frcm a yower plant. Cmsiiiering
the fore drag as an independent comgonent of Vle total dzzaggraatly
simplifies the drag emalyeie of a g~ven body. Finelly, the fore
dzzag,as will be explained later, is not affected appreciably hy
interference of the rear supports used in tileinvestigation.

Since the nozzle calibration with no model present showed that
tinestatic pressure song the axis of the test section is not
constit (fig. 7), the measured coefficients nave been corrected
for the increment of &zag or pressure resulting fra the axial
pressure gradient. A detailed discussion a- this correctZGn is
presented in appendix A, and tke experimental JustificetiGn shown
in figures 8 and 9.-

p~ecisi~n

The table tiich follows lists the total uncertainty that
would be introduced into each coefficient in the majority cf the
~esults if all of the possible errors that are known to exist in
the measurement of’tileforces and pressures and tke determtnatlon
of free~treem Mach number and gradient corrections ware to accumulate.
Actually the errors may be expected to le pertially compensating, so
the probable inaccuracy is about half that given in the table. The
souzzcesand estimated magnitudes of the probable errors involved are
considered.at greater length in appendix B. The values”in the
following tible are for we lowest and highe~t tunnel pressures end
vaxy lineerly in between The table does not apply to data that ara
presented.in figures 12(b)} 16, 17 and for mmlels 4, 5$ and 6 in

CWFIDENTIAL
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figures 26(a) and 32(a) where the possible variation in tho balenca
calibra,tlonconstant my Lncreaso tho llmits of error as discussed
in appendix B, t —

M%xLmnn value of MaxhlnlmValuo of
Coefficient error at lowest pressure error at highest pr~smro

Total drag f (2.4$$
Fore drag * (l.@
Base pressure t (0.8%
Base drag t [0.8$

Effects

plus O.ook) * (1.15 plwl 0.00)+)
plus 0.004) f (0.% plus G.00h)
plus O.oo’j) * (o.~!$ plus 0.005) -

plus 0.005(AB/A)] *[0.X pluso.oo5(AB/A)l

of Support Intorferonco —

Previous to the present inVOSti@tiO1’1an extonsivo sorios ~f
tests was conducted to detmmino tho body shapo cnd support combina-
tions nocossary to olimlnalm or evaluate tho suppcrt lntarfcronco,
Based upon tho results obtainod, a sumwry of which appears In
appendix C, it is believed that all the drag data presented herein
for the models tested in the smooth condit~.onis free from support
interference effects with the exception of tiiedata shown in figure
30. For the models tested with roughness, the fore ti~ data are
free from interference effects, but an uncertainty in the base
pressure coefficient exists whfch m~v vaxy from a.minimum of *0.GO~
toamaxLm“.um of *0,015 for the different ?xxiies. As a re6ult, the

x—

base drag coefficients and total dra~ ccmffictents for the same
test conditions em subject to a correspondin~ small uncertainty. k

Schlieren Photographs

Since much of the basic info~’mationcontained in this report
is obtained from schlleren photographs, a somewhat detailed explana--
tion of their interpretation is in order. A typicai schlieren
photograph taken with the knife edge vertical is shown in figure 10.
The vtiious features of the flow are designated in this photograph
which shows the entire field of view of the schlieren apparatus.
Other items, such as the natuml gradients inherent in the glass
and the horizontal and vertical reference wires mounted outsida of
the tunnel are alsq apparent in this and other photographs presented
in the report. The horizontal etreaks that appear on some of the
schlieren photographs are a.result of oil In the tunnel circuit
due to temporarily faulty gasketing in one of the main drive
compressors. The mottled appearance af the background i~ believed
to result frcm the varying density gradients in the bound.my layer
flow on the glass wind&s.

Xhe schlieren photo~aphs were taken with the
horizontal and vertical. Density gradients normal

CONl?lDENTIAL

knife edge both
to the stream
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direction are detected with the knife edge horizontal; whereas those
parallel to the stream direction are detected with the knife e~
vertical. Foi~the horizontal oriente_tionthe hife edge was placed
so that increasing density gz%dients in a downward iiirectiGnappear
as white sxeas on the photographs. FOP the vertical orientatim
the knife edge was placed (except for tinephotograph in fig. 10 end
the sphere photographs in fig. 20) so that increasing density
gradients in the downstream direction appser as white areas.

!lhecretical.Calculstions

Although at prasent no theoretical ?nethcdis availabla fou
calculating the base pressuzzeantihence tinetotal drag c% a body,
several methods are available which provide an excellent tl%ecratlml.
standard to which the expertiental mewmrommta of fore dm.g can be
compared. In this report the tho.rettcal fom dreg is considered
to be the SUM of the theoretical wave drag for OXIinviscid flaw and
the skin-friction &zag corresponding to the typo of boundary layer
that exists on the body.

A typical Mach net and the corresponding pressure distritiution
for the theoretical inviscid flow ovez’one of the boat-t-ailedbcdlcm
tisted in tiis investigation $s shown in fig..e 11. For purposGs of
comparison the ~eqsuro distribution as calculated by the linGGX
theory of von I@rman and Mooro is included as is tho,pressure
coefficient at the nose of o.cons,the included anglo of which is
equal to the anglu botweon the surface tangents at the nose of tho
Ogivo. This lattur is obtained by the methcd of r&orcmces 10 aznd11.

The wave drag for many of tho bodios tcstod was calculat.adby
tie method of characteristics for rotationally s~otric supersonic
flow as given in roforoncos 12 and 13. In accordance with KIO
thorotical results of reforcmco 14, tha fluid rotation produced by
the very small curvaturo of the hmd shock wave wes noglocted. This
procod.urois justified expertic)ntcllyin roforcnco 8, whore tha
theor~ticd. calculation using the nmtbd of chsmctoristics C.S
presented in roferonco 12 are shown to bo in oxcdlcmt a~~omcnt
with tho ncwurocl pressure &istributionsforogiv’~sti~ cYlin~ic~~
~~rbodi~s.

The calculation of tho skin-frtction LIz-%in any given cciso
‘requiresa knowlodgo of tho condition of tho %oundary LW~cr. In tho

cases for which tho schlicren photogmpks and the forco tests indi
catd that the entire boundary layer was lamincr, the curvo af
thoorGtical foro drag used for comparison wtth tho exporimcntcd
results was obt..ainadby addZng to th wave drag a thcoroticcl
skin—friction drag calculated by using Mo. 10W--SPOGdskin—friction
coofficionts for laminer boundary laycw flow at tha Reynolds number

.

CONFIDENTIAL
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based on the full lengthof tie model. This.procedure, which is in
accordance with reference 3, g~ves the OQZW.tion

(4)

where ..

CD-f skin-friction bag coefficiat for the model at tbe
Reeynoldsnumber, Rej based on the full length of
tbe model

Cflam low-speed skin-friction coefficient for laminar boundaz-y-
I-ayerflow at Re

—.

AF wetted.area of the model fcn-%ml of tie base

For the models with roughness added it was assumed that the
disturbance of the boundary layer resulttng from the salt bend was
sufficient to cause tr~sition to a tuz%ul.ontboundary l.q~orto
occur at the band. The theoretical skin--frictiondra? was then
obtained by means of the

where

e“quation

+ cft~b & ) - ()AlanC$~urb ~, (5)
.. ,.

Cfflam low-speed skin-friction coefficient for laminar bounde&y-
layer flow at the effective Reynolds number, Rel,based .
on the length of the model from the nose to the point
where the salt band was added .

Al= wetted area,of that portion of tbe model forward of the
salt band

.-

Cf~b low-speed skin–friction coefficient for turbulent hGundaJ?y–
layer flow at the Reynolds numper Ee, based on the full
lengtlnof the motel

C+tur% low–speed skin-friction coefficient for turbulent boundary-
layez”flow at the effective Reynolds number Re*

coNFxImvmAL
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presumes tiit
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the fixed rouglmess was

of such a nature as to cause the tuzzln.zl.entbcundary-l&er flow
downstream of the point where tke roughness was added to be the
same as would have existed had the boundary-layer flow been
turbulent all the way frcin the nose of the body.

DXKXJSSION

Flow Characteristics
\

Before analyzing the effects of viscosity on the dreg of the
bodies of revolution, it is convenient to consider qualitatively
the effects on the general characteristics of tke observed flew.
In so doing it is advantageous to consider first tie contiitinnof
the boun~y layer characterized by whetker it Is lamhar or tL-–
%mlent and then the effect of veriation in Remolds number on flow
separat:cn for each typo of~boundary hyer. Once the effects, on
flow separation, of the Reynolds number and the condition of’tine
boundary layer are known, the observed effgcts on the shock-wave
configuration at the base of the model we easily explained.
Likewise,onto tie effects on flow sepazzatlonand shock-wave
configuration are known> the resulting effects of viscosity on
the fore drag, base drag, and total drag are easily understood.

Condition of the boundary layer.- Since results cbservcd at.—.
transonic speeds (i”efer~nces1 an~ %?)have shown that the goneml
flow pattevn about a body depends to amsrked degree on th~ type
of boundary layer present, it is possible that the bOUn&y-laYdr
flow at supersonic speeds also may be of primery importance in
determining the eve-r-allaerod-ic characteristics of a body.
Consequently, the dete~ination of the extent of the leminar
boundary layer under nozmal test conditions is Gf fundamental
importance.

In an attempt to determine the highest Reynolds number at which
lsminar flow exists on models tested in this investigation, a
relatively long polished body (modol 7) was tested from a low
Pressuro up to the highest tunnel pressure obtainable. In this
case, tho diemoter of the shroud which encloses the rear support
sting was made tllosame as the diameter of the body. ~0 fore
drag moasuromcmts on this model are shown in fi~~o 12(a). Since
the skin friction is a relatively lsrgo portion of the measursd
foro drag, the condition of tho boundary layer can be de’ducodfrom
theso force tests. Tho data indicata that the bcm.ndarylayer on
this body is still laminar up to the highest obtainable Reynolds
number of 6.5 mi~ions. Tho o~putid foi% dr~ data used for
ca?lparisonam obtainociby
friction co~fficient l)~od

adding a lsminar or–t~wbulent skin–
on lowwpeod ckaractc-~ieticsto tho

CONTZDENTIXL
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experimental wave drag of the ogival noso. Thie latter is doterminod
by subtracting fmm the fore drag data uf,$iguro 16 the low .spoo~
laminar skin-friction coefficients for the amootb ogivo et tho
higher %ynol~. numbers whore the error, restiltingfmm the assump-
tion of the low-speed coofficj.ents,is a small percent of the
deduced wavo drag. Schlieren photographs from which the condition
of tho-boundarykw~er may bo obscrvod Hro ahown In i’igum 13. m.oy
confirm tho previous finding by showing that transition doos not
occur on tho body, but logins a eh.ortdistanc~ dcwnstrlcn frcm
the baso of tho modol, as indicated by arrow 1 in the photograph.

A C1OSO examination of the photograph in fi~o 13 rav~als
that the boginnlng of transition (arrow 1) is locatud at tho samo
point on the support shroud as tho waves (errows 2 and 3) which
originato from a dlsturbanco of the boundexy layer. It was found
by moaeuzzcmontson tho sehlieron photographs that tho point of .
origin of thoeo wavoe on the ehroud and tho intcmscction with tiio
shroud of tho bow wave, which has been rcfloctcd by tho tof3%octicm
sido walls, coincido. This mggosts that @-ansition on tho shroud
is being lmought a%out yromaturoly by tlm roflcctid bow waves. Ad&t-
t~.onalovidonco that this i.snot natural transition is obtainod in
noting fr~ f’i~o 23 that tho point whorg transition hogins doo~
not move with a chango in Reynolds number. If the modol wow longor
than a,critical kmgth, which is abOUt 11 inches fOr tho C0nditiOn5
of tho pi-~s~nt tests, thoso rofloctod wavgs would striko tho mo~”l
scmowhorc on lihosftorbody and promaturo transition would bo cxpoctud
to affect tho results. Figuro 12(b) shcwstho results of tho
moaeurcmonte of foro drag on a U3.7-inch body (Dodol 8), which is
considerably lGagor than tho critical length. Thoso forco datu
confirm tho abovo conjocturo by cloa,rV~indicating a partially
turbulent boundary loyor on the body evcm at Rowynold.5numbore ae
low as 2 millions. !I!hGschlioron photographs’of tho flow ovor tlnis
body aro prosontad in figuro 14. It is soon that, in this caso also,
tho transition to turbulent flow (arrow 1) is locatod a.ttho smno
point as tho waves (arrows 2 and 3) originating frcm t~o diBtu%banco.
of tho boundary layer %y tho rofloctd bow wave. Similarly, m
additional small wavo (arrow 4) can bo trc.cadback to a disturbance
of tho boundary layer causedby a shock wavo orlgine.tingfrom Q
very sli@tQ imporfoct fit of tho glass windows in tho sido wnlls.

Although tho maximum possible oxtint.o! >ti!n~r flow ~tmX~
bo oxpectid on lIodiosof revolution cannot bo dotcrminod on tho
basis of tho prosont tests because of this intorforonco from tho
rofloctod shock waves, tho forogoing results show.that~ und~r ~o
conditions of thoso tasts, a laminar boundary layer exists ovur tho
ontiro surfaco of a emoc~ modol about 11
6.5 millions Reynolds number,

In comparison to tbo
spoods, a Reynolds number

values normally
of 6.5 mi~ions
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somewhat htgh for maintena.ncoof laminar flow over a body, unlcSE
favorablo pressuzwc@adients exist ovor tho ontiro bagth of that
body. The pressure distrtbutlon o~er model 7, shown in f’iguro 15,
has boon dotirmincd by superimposing tho prossuzzodistribution which
exists along th axis of thcinozzle with no nodal pxosont upon t??:
thoorotical prossuro distribution calculated for modol 7“by tio
~tbod of c~actiristic~. Tho resulting proesuro distzzib~.ztionshcws
that tho prossuro gradient is favorablo ovor tke ogivo, but is
actually adverso ovor the cylindzzicd.afftorbody. This su~cmts
that tho s%bility of tho lsminar boun~~ laeyorat a Mach number of
1.5 may lm considerably groat-orthan at low i~bchn~~bors.

An increase in the stabiltty of the laminsr boundary layer witi
an increase in Mach number has been indicated previously by the
theoretical work of references 15 and 16, and is confirmed experi—
mentally for su%sonic flows by the results of references 6 and 17
as well as by the exper?nental data given fou airfoils in reference
15. Some of the expertiental rese~ch carried.out in Gemarqv are
in disagreement with these results. In fact, part IV of reference
18 reports that the schlieren observations made in the supersonic
wind tunnels at Kochel indicated that the Reeynoldsnumber of transi-
tion to turbulent flow on cones waa even less than the value for
an incompressible flow with no pressure gradtent. Op the basis of
the description of the Kochel wind tunnels given in part I of

4’ reference 18, it appears that because of several factors the condi—
tions of flow therein are somewhat adverse to the formation Of
laminar boundary layers as extensive as those that wculd exist h

r free flight. One of the more important of these factors is
believed to be the large number of shock waves which origtnate
f~cm imperfections in the nozzle walls and disturb the boundary
layer over the body. These shock waves ordinarily number about 25
and are readily visible in various schlieren photographs. (See
reference 21, for e-pie.)

In order to cause the l.aminsr boundary layer to become tur–
bulent in this investigation, an artifice such as adding .wughness
was necessary. In a supersonic stream, however, tie addition of
roughness to a body aleo will increase the wave drag of tlcawbody.
The magnitude of the wave drag due to roughness was detezminedby
testing tith full diameter shrouding and no afterb~y attached,
first the smooth ogive, end then the ogives with various amounts
and kinds of roughness added (fig,‘2(a)).

The corresponding fore drag measuzzemeni%!are shown in figure 16.
These data 11.lust~atethat little additional drag is attributable to
roughness at the low Reynolds numbers where the bmmdary layer is
relatively thick, but that en appreciable amount of wave drag is
attributable to it at the higher Reynolds numberH. For all subsequent
results presented, the amount of @ag causet by the ertifical
roughness is subtracted from the measured &a’& taken for the bodies
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tested with tremsition fixed. In order to
drag caused by the roughness for models of
tie Ogives &sted, it WSA a,~~~ed ~~at for
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,

calculate the amount of
diamotere dl.fferentfrcm
any model the increment t

in drag coefficient attrj.blztableto the drag ~f the artificial
roughness was inversely proportional to the disxmter of the uod~l,

-.

at the station at which the roughness was applied.

2?hefore dmgmeesurements of model 8, which consists of a
cylindrical after%ody with any one of the interchangeable ogivea
directly attached, are pyesenbd h figure 17. These date, from
which the drag increment due to the added roughness has been sub-
tracted as noted previously, show that the degree of’roughness
produced by sand blasting the surfue of we ~give is insufficient
to cause transition at low Reynolds numbers; whereas, the roughness
produced by the 3/16-iVch- or tie ~@-inch—wide salt band caused
transition at all Reynolds numbers.

—

A vivid illustration of the &rbulent character of the boundary
layer on those bodies with roughness added is given by tilescklieren
photographs in figure 18. The boundary layer is best seen in the
photograph taken with the knife edge horizontal. A ccmpa.risenof
these photographs with those of laminar boundary layers (f?.~.1~,
for example) illustrates how the ccndition of the boundmy layer is
aype.rentfrmn schlieren photographs.

me results at transonic speeds reported in references 1 and 2
4

—

have shcwn that the same changes in pressure distribution and shock-
wave configuration brought about by lzansition due to inherent {—
boundary-layer instability at high Reynolds nwbers can also be
brought about at those speeds by any of several means. The EL’tLfices
used in references 2 and 2 included fine-grain roughness, free-
stream turbulence, and a single large disturbance; the rewdlting
aerodynamic effects were the same,provided in each case the boundary
layer wae chan~d from Iaminer to turbulent. Consequently, no
matter what causes the bownd~y layer to become turbulent In free

—

flight, it seems likely that, excluding possible small differences
—

in skin friction, the resulting ef~ests otithe aerodynamic charaoten~
istics of the body will be very nearly the mme as if tke boundary
layerworomede turbulent by roughness alone, as i..the case in the
experiments conducted in this investigation.

Flow Semration,- Clnangesin flow sep~zation brought about by———.
changing the boundary-layer flow from lminar to turbulent alter
the effective shape of the body, the shock-wave configuration, and
also the drag. It is therefore essential to consider the effects
on flow separation of both the condition of we boundary l~Yer and
the Reynolds number,

The location and degree of seyarationof the lsminar 3oundary
& ,

layer for the boat-tailed bodies tested in the smooth condition
f
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vwied noticeably with the Reynolds number of flow. The schlieren
photographs of Model 6 in figure 19 are typical of this effect,
Additional photographs, presented in figuro 20, illustrate the
same phenomena in the flow ovar model~ 2, 3, and lC, each at two
different Reynolds numbers. In each casa, as the Reynolds number
of the flow :s increasad, the separation decreases, the convergence
of the wake increases, and the trailing shock wave moves forward.

Separation of an appmently lsmhar boundary layer has been
pointed out previously by Ferri in reference 19 for the two-
dimensional supersonic flow over the surface of curved airfoils.
The schlieren photographs therein ind:cate that a shock wave forms
at the point of laminar separation. On the other hand, the schlteran
pictures of the flow fields for the bodies of revolution tisted in
the present investigation, ahowno defini.tashock wave accompanying
separation except for the sphere (fig. 20) in which case the shock
wave is very weak indeed. It may be concluded, tlnerefore,that a
separation of the laminar boundary layer is not necessarily
accompanied by a shock wave at s~personic spaeds. The same con
elusion for transonic flows has been drawn in reference 2.

It might ba eurmised that the trailing shock wave situated sam
distance downstresn of the separation point is interacting with cm,
parhaps, even causing the flow eeparatlon by virtua of pressure
disturbances propagated upstream through the subsonic portion of
the wake and boundary layer. Some indication that this is not the
case is given by the schlieren photographs in figures 19 and 20. Zt
csn be seen from these pkotograpbs that the traiiing shock wave
moves upstraem and the point of separation moves downstream 8.sthe
Reynolds number is increased. It would logically be expectad that
this dacrease in the dtstance between the shock wave and the seFazze-
tion point would intansi$?yany possible interaction betwaen Vneao two
elenents. The photographs show, howaver, that the degrae of sepam.
t!on actually decreases as the traili~ shock wave noves upsti’eem.
This suggests that the trailing shockwave does not have much
influence on the laminar separation. Additional evidsnce which
corroborates this conjecture was noted in the course of the invostiga–
tion of support interference, wherein it was found that if the
diameter of the support behind medals 2 and 3 was increased, the
trailing shock wave moved forward, but the base pressure and laminar
sepazzationdid not change. On this basis it appears likely that the
cause of the laminar separation is not associated with a shock wave,
but with other phenomena.

In ordar to analyze mora closely licedetails of the flow
separation, the pressure distribution along tb(istineamlin~ Just
outside of tho separatad boundary layer was calculated for several
flow conditions over models 3 and 6. ‘I’hacalculations were made
using the method of characteristics, end obtaining the contour
of the streamline Just outside the separated boundary layar from
enlargements of the schlieren photographs. Typical results from

CONFJDENTIAII
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these calculations for
seen that the pressure
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.
model 3 am yresented in figure 21. It is
on the outside of the bwmdavy layer is —

approximately constant, dowstrean of the,pointof ~ep~ation, as
is characteristic along the boundary of a dead-wated’region. The
pressure along the line of separation can be expected to be approxim-
ately equal to.that in tiledead water region, and hencf3jequalto
the base pressure. A comparison of the calculated valued of the
average pressure in the de.d--watarregion-with the rneasursdVG2.UOD
of tbe base pressure for ~enral. conditions cf flow over modol~ 3
and 6 is given in the following tcible:

%lculated
prsssure coeffi-
cient of-tisad

Model Reynolds Umber wa+bm region
—. .—- -—~ ,.- --——

3 0.6x 106 -0.06 .
3 2.OX log -.11

.6 X 106 --.10

2 1.5 x 106 -.13

Measured
baso

pru6sure
coefficient— . ..

-0.06
-.12
–.11
-.13

—-
—.

--

—

The preceding rosul-tsindic~te that for laminm flow the base preswra,
at least foi”boat-ta~.lml.bcd~.ee,~S detorm~n~d by the de~ee of .—

separation which occws fcuward of the ‘oa$e- This Suggests that,
if a means can be found.to ccntrol the separation, the be-sepressuro
also can be controlled.

*
..

Tbe theoretical pressure distributi~~ on models 4 and 5 am $-.
similar to the pressure distriloutim on modol 6, which is shown in
figure 22. In each case, the laminar separation observed in the
~chlioron photographs is located et a point upstrcmm of which tho
yressure decrocmes continually along the direction of flow. FOr
subsonic flow this condition ordinarily would be termed favorablo
and separation would not be expected. It thu~ appcwrs that tine —

separation phenomena observed are of a different naturo from thoso
which commonly result frmn a retardation of the fluid partfclos in
the boundary layer. Further research on this eubjoct is nocoossry
in order to ga,ina.satisfactory understanding of the observed XOSUILS.

TM findings of previous investigations in low--spedflows
indicate Wat if a,boundary layer which is normally leminar ovor
the efterbody is made tur%ulcmt by either natural-or Utificfal
moans, the resistance to separation ts incroasod greatly. Tho b2sts
on models 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 with roughness addud show clearly that
this is also the cam in supersonic flow= The twolschlimm
photographs presentid in figura23 woro taken of model 6 with and
without roughness added and are typicsl of this ‘6ffact. A compar~r-
son of tho two photographs shuws that, witiout rou@nos$ ad~~d>
separation occurs near tho point of m~im~ thicl~oss> but if
tj&$itirm i.s f’i.xdahead Of this pOfnt
occurs.
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Skock=we’w cGnf@urEttm3 - It is to be expected that the changes
in flow separation duo to changes in the condition of tlm boundary
layer and in the %ynolds number of the flow till bring about changes
in tho shock-wa.voconfiguration at the baso of a body. mm schlieren
photographs of figuroe i~ and 20, which show how tilelaminar separa–
tion decnxmas and the ccnvergonce of the wako incrmases as the
%uynolds numbw is increased, also show that those phenomona are
~c~cmp~~od by a forward moti~n of the trailing shock wave. In
gcncmal.,as long a the boundary layer is laminar, the tr~dlirv.
shock wave moves forward as tho Reynolds number incroasos, but no
major change in Vno shock-wo,v~configuration te.lmsplaeo.

Tho shock-wavo ccnf-iguzzationwttb a turbulent boundary layar,
hmovor, is very much diff’orentfrom the commiguration wit.ba
laminm? layer, as is illustrated b~ tho scblioron photo~apha of
model 6, shown in figmo 23. Such configumttm chsngcs duo to
tbc tm.nsition to turbulent bound~y-layer flow ccnwdatc quite
w,~llwith tho anglo ~ that tho tangent to th surl?aco just ahead
cf the base makes with the axis of symmetry. Figure 24 shows the
C-S in shock+a~e cofl:~at~~n for models 1 tjhrougb6 ~~renged.
In order of increasing angle ~. It is seen that, on the boati-
talled bodies with a small angle P, the transition to a turbulent
bcnzndsrylaye~ is accompanied by the appearance .ofa wealsshock
wave originating at the base of the body (nodels 4 and 2). For
bodies with larger boat tatl angles (model ~) the strength of this
wave, bereaf%r termed the ‘tbaseshock wave,’;increases until it is
approximately as strongas the orighal trailtng ~hack wave. For
even lazzgerboat-tiil angles, the base shock wave lecames more
distinct, and eventually is the only appreciable shock wave exlst-
ingnear the base of tie body (models 3 and 6). In such a case,
~~e c~pres~icn ~ro@ me base shock wave OCCUI-SfOYWSRd.of the
base. This, as will be shcwn later, greatly increases the base
pvessure and decreases the base drag. Since the change in shock–
wave confi~ation caused by the addition cf roughness iS d~ h
the greater resistance to flow separation of the turbulent boundary
layer, it nay be expected that the above shock-wave cmfigurattons
for the turbulent boundary layer will be obtained regardless of tbe
cause of transition.

Compared tG the phenomena observed with a laminsm boundary layer
(fig. 19), changes in the Reynolds number for a body with a turbulent
boundary layer do not alter the shock wave configuration to any
significant extentj because the turbulent layer, even at low
Reynolds numbe~s, ordinarily does not separate. This fact l.sevident
in figure 25, which shows the schlieren photographs of model S at
different Reynolds numbers with roughness added. N~ apparentchange
in the flow charactorietics takes place as the Reynolds nmber is
increased. With a turbulent bound-~y layer, therefore, the effect
on base &rag of varying the Reynolds nmber may be expected to be
much less than with a laminar layer.

Co?JFIDmm
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Analysis of the i)rag
l—

The qualitative f3ff’ectsof visoosit.ycn flow separation and on
shock-wave configuration, which have been dtscussed in the preceding

—

sections, provide the physical basis for understaa~ing the effects
.-

m? varying the Reynolds nuwher and chan~ifigthe condttion of the
bwnd~y ~ayer on-the drag coefficients-ol-thevariGus bodies tested.

lforedraq.– T%e fore drag coefficients of models I through 6
with Uuninar flow in the boundary layer aie shown in figure l%(a}
as a function of the Reynolde number. Theee data show that, over
the Reynolds number range ~overed in the tests, the fore drag of
model 1 decreases about 20 ,percent,while #at of mcdel 6 increases
about 15 yercent. The fore dmg of the othe~ bodies does not change
appreciably.

The reason the effectm cf Reyrmldo number vwy considerably
with different body shapes is cleazzlyillustrated by a cam’pazzison
of the neasured fore drags,with the theoretical fore drags, In
figure 27(a) the theoretical.and measured, values of fora drag are
ccmpsmd for modol 1, which has no heat tailing, and for model 3,
which”ls tyyical of the boat-tailed models. FrcmIthis comparison,
it is seen that, as previously noted for other models without boat
tailing, the theoretical and experimental fore drags for model 1 axe
in good agreement. T!nedecrease in fore drag with-increasing Reynolds
number for the bodies without boat tailifi is due .entirolyto MO
decroaso in skin-friction coefficient. For model 3, which has
considerableboat tailing,the curves of figure 27(a) ~ow that the

—

tiooretical and e~orimcmtal fore drags agree only at high Reynolds
numbers. At IM low Reynolds numbers tke moasuzzedfore drags are
lower than tho theoretical values because Qf the separation of _&o
larn?-nerboundary layer as previously illustratedby tho scblieron
photographs in figures 19 and 20. With sepa~ation, the flow over the
boat tail dces not follow the ccntour of the body, ant the pressuro

-.

in tho accompanying do.ad-watmrregion is higher Man it wGuld bo ‘iff
tho separation did not occur (fig. 21). This makes the actwl
fore drag lower than the theoretical vslue for a flow without sopm?a-
-lj~cn,At the higher Reynolds numbers, tho mpwation is negligible
and t&e flow C1OSO1Y follows the contour of the hod.y;honco, tho
theoretical and experimental fore drags qgroo. The reason for tio
approximat~ly oonstant fore drag of models 2> 3, 4$ and !5s ~~roforo~
is that the chsmges duo to skin friction and flow separation oro
compensating. Form@al 6 with a smooth surface, tho fore drag
shown in figure 26(0,) rises rather r~pidl~ at low.Reynolds numbers
bocauso the separation effects for this rolatf-volythick body
(fig. 19) more‘thun compcmsato for tho changes in skin friction duo
to tho variation of tho Reynolds number.

YigLwo 26(b), which shows the fore drag coofff.clontsof modols 1
tlxrough6 with roughnoss added, indicates that the foro drag f~r all
tho bodios doorcmsos as the Reynolds number inczwases above a
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Reeynoldsnumber of 1.75 millions. This is to be oxqoctcd, since with
the chsnge to turbulent boundary layer end consoquont elimination of
soyaration, tlnoonly factor remaining to influence the foro dra~
coefffcionts is Kho decrease of skin<riction coefficients with
tncroaeo in Reynolds number. Below a Reynolds nlmnhorof 1.75 millions,
howovur, the fore drag of all tho modols oxcoptmodol 1 increases
with increasing Reynolds number. Tkm causa of this somowhat puzzling
behavior is .a~arent upon close~ emination of the data.

Fi~e 27(b) shows a comparison of the theoretical fore dr~
with the experimental values for models 1 and 3 with roughness
added. The theoretical value for skin-friction drag was calculated
assuming leminar flow up to the.location of the roughness, and
t-~wb~ent f~owbehfnd ft. This value of drag was added to tie
theoretical wave drag to obbin the theoretical fore drag. It is
seen from f?.gure27(b) that for model 1 the curves of theo~etic&L
and experimental fore drag have the previously indicated trend of
decreasing bag tiA& increasin~ Remolds number over the entire range.
However, for model 3, which is typice,lof the boat--tailedbodies,
the measured fore dz’agat low Reynolds numbers falls considerably
below the theoretical value in the manner preti.ouslynoted. The
reeaon for this Is evident fran an examination of the schlkren
photographs show in figure 28, which were t.ehn of the flow over
models ~ and 6 @.th roughness added. They show that at the low
Reynolds numbers a flow separation similar to that observed for an
undisturbed lamiw boundary layer (fig. 19) is evident, end the
resulting shoclc+raveconfiguration is che&acteristic of the config–
Uration for a leminar boundary layer rather than that for a turbu—
lent boundary layer. It appears that, at the low Reynolds numbers,
the amount of roughness added does not cause transition far enough
upst~esm of the point for lsminsr separation so that the free
stream can provide the boundary layer with the necessary additional
momentum to prevent sepmation. ‘Theportions of the drag curves
in which the desired tr~sltion was not realized are shown dotted
over the re~ion in which separation was apperent from the schlieren
pictures. For model 1, the schlieren photographs showed that at
the low Reynolds nubers the amount of roughness added wae suffi–
cient to effect tr~sition some distance ahead of the base, although
not huwd.iately tit of the roughness.

The agreement between the erper+~ntel and the theoretical
results obtiined by the use of equations (4) and (5) indicates that,
at a Mach number of 1.5 and in the range of.Reeynoldsnumbers
covered by this investigation, the familiex low-speed skin–friction
coefficients can be used to estimate drag due to skin friction at
supersonic speeds. This confirms the results of references 3, 4,
anti5 and extends their application to the evaluaticm of sk~.n-friction
drag for supersonic flow on ho~es of revolution.
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that
fore

A comparison of the curves of figures 26(a) and 26(11) shows
for a given body at a given value of the Reynolde number the I
drag wftllroughness added is consistentlyhigher than the

corresponding fore drag of tie mooti+mfaced lody. In tkm
general caae, this over-all tncrease in fore drag Is attributable
both to the increase in the skin--felctiondreg of the body and to
the elhnination of separation with consequent increase in the
pressure drag of the boat tail, Form@@ 1, which has no boat

_..

tailing, the increase in skin friction is the sole factor contrlbut-
in~ to the increase in fore drag. t —.

Base pressure aridbase drag---Figure 29(a) shows the %ase-+-— — —-
premmre coefficients plotted as a function of the Reynolds number
for model~ 1 through 6, each with a smooth surface. It is evident
from the data in this figme that the effects of Reynolds numhor on
base pressure for a body with a laminar boundary layer are quite lar~e.
In the range of Reynolds num%ers covered, tho base prossme coeffi-
cient of-model 1 increases about 60 percent, &d the coefficients of
nodels 2, 3, and k more than double. The thicker bodies, models 5
and 6, do not efiihit such large changes“inbase pressure coofficiont,
for the coefficients apparently reach a maximum at a relatively low
Reynolds num3er, and then decrease with further increa~e in the
Reynolds number.

—

‘l%obase pressure coefficients fornodels 1 through 6 with
roughness added are shown in f’i.gue29(b). Here again, the Portions
of the curves which correspond to the low Reynolds number region *
wherein traneitlon did not occur far enough upstream to prevent
separation are shown as clottedlines. Mpdel 1 exhibits the lowest
base pressure and model 6 the highest; in this ktter case the base
pressure is even higher than the free-~tresm static pressure. me
physical reason for this is evident frcm’the schlieren photograph
~.tthe lmttcmof ffgure 23, which ShOWS that a ~~press~~ ~rOu@
the shock wave occurs Just ahead of the base of model 6. Except
for tie Imgp c~nges in press~ve coefficient at low Remolds

——
.-

numbers where the desired trhsition was not effected, the variation
of base pressure coefficient with Reynolds number is re~t.~vel~
small’for the bodies wiithroughness added.

—

From a comparison of the curves for the bodies witi roughness
added to the carrespondin~ cubvee for the &mooth-surfacedbodies,

—

it is O~ident that a large change in the ba~e pressure coefficj.ent
is attributableto the change in ‘thecondit~On of the bO~ln@Y
lqer. In geneml, the lase pressures for b’odie”swith roughness
added are considerably higher than the comesponding base pressures
for ‘thesmooth-atiaced bodies. In the”case ofthe boat--tailed
kodi.esthe physical reasoq for this increase in the Mse pressure
is the appear~ace of the base shock wave, a.ssham in figure 24.

-t :

For model 1, which has no boat tailing, -themixing acttGn ~d
greater thickness of the turbulent boun~~ layer are probably *
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repponsj.blefor the observed inc~ease.

The foregoing data show that the effects o? Reynolds nl.mberand
condition of the boundary layer on the base pressure of a body movhg
at supersonic speeds depend considerably upon the shape of the efte~~
body. In order to ascerkin whether the effects of viscosity also
depend upon the length-diameter ratio for a fixed shape of afterbody,
some models of different length diameter ratios were tasted and the
data presented in figures 30(a) and 30(b) which show the variaticn
of baae pressure coefficient tith Reynolds number. T’& data presented
fn this figure are not free of support Interference. From tiese
data it is apparent that the effects of viscosity on the base prosm.re
increase with tie leng$h-diameter ratio of the body. It is to be n~ted
thnt tho base pressure increases as the lengti diameter ratio
increases. This is scmmwhe.tat varfance with the results of
reference 20 (also reported in,roference 18), which showed atieffect,
but not a systematic one, of Iength+iameter ratio on tinebase
pressure of bodies without boat tailing.

The base drag coefficient can he obtained from the base pressuru
coefficient of the models by using equation(2). The base drag
coefficients for the smooth-surfaced bodies are presented in figure
31(a) and for the bodies with roughness added :n figure 31(b). These

. curves are, of course, similar to the corresponding curves of base
--pressure coefficient given in figures 29(a) and 29(b). In this
form the ordinates can be added directly to the fore drag c~ffi-

h cients of figure 26 to obtain the tatal drag coefficient of a given
body. It is seen that the contribution of the base pressure to the
total drag is very small for models with large amounts of boat
tailing, such as models 3, 4, 5, and 6.

TGtal dr~.– The total.drag coefficients formdds 1 ~rough 6
with =ti-s~faces am shown in figure 32(a) as a function of
Reynolds number. These data show that the drag coefficients of
both models 1 end 2 with a lminer boundary layer increase a littlo
over 20 percent frcm the lowest to the highest value of Reynolds
number obtained in the tests. The other models exhibit somowhat
smaller changes. The data presented in figures 26 end 31 indicate
that the principal effect controlli~ the variation of total drag
with Reynolds number for lsminsr flow in the boundary layer is the
effect of Reynolds number on the %aee drag of the bodies. For the
speci~ cas~ of hi@ly boa~tafle(?. bodiesj however, this effect is
of little relative importance Imcause the base drag is a smell part
of the total drag. In such cases, the ovsr-all variation of drag
coefficient is due slmost Gntiroly to the vauiation of fore drag
with Reynolds number.

Figuro
function of’
noss added.

32(b) shows the total drag cooi?ficiontsplot%& as a
tlheReynolds number formdels 1 through 6 with rough-
Again, the portions of tho curves that are shown dotted

CONFDENTIKG
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repinesentthe Reynolds number region in wh~ch the amount of roughness
added is insufficient to cause transition far enough upstream so that
separation is prevented. All the curves Yave approximately the same
trend, the over-all effect on the @ag coefficimtisbelngabout-l~
percent m lees fm the various bodice. -

A comparison of the curves of total drag for bodies with rou@-
ness added to the corresponding curves for bodies with smooth surfaces
shows an interesting phenomenon. .At the higher Reynolds numbe:”sthe
drug of models 1 and 6 is actually decreased slightly by the addition
of roughness, in spite of the correspondi~ increa~ in ~kin–frictfon
drag. The reason is, of course, that the base drags are very much
lower for the t~vbul.entboundeq~ layer than fGr the laninar. llie
dra~ coefficient of tie other bodies (~odels 2, 3, 4, and 5) are
smmwhat higher wi~ roughness added, because the.tncrea.sein friction
drag of the turbulent boundary layer is greater than the decrease in
base drag. -. ---

The importance of always ocnsidering Both the Reynolds number al?
the flow and condition of the boundary layer is illustratedby the
total.drag che.racteristlcBof model 2. For axamyla, if model 2 ware
tested with a turbulent boundsry layer at a Reynolds number of 2
millions, the drag would be about 35 percent higher th~ if te~t~d
witha lm.minarboundary layer at a Reynolds numlcm of one-half
million. Although discrepancies as largo QB these have not been
reported as yot in the bag data from different supersonic wind
tunnels, certain consistent differences, varying from alout 5 to 25
percent, havo been reported (reforonce 21) in the drag data of
similar projoctil~s tested in the Gottingen and tho Kochol tunnels.
Althou@ in reference 21 the discrepancies betwaen the two tunnels
wcmo attributd only to the variation in ekin friction with Reynolds

—

number, it appears from the results of the present investigation
that euch di.scropanoiessro attrfbutablo primarily to diffcmonces
in flow separation and baso pressure. —

A comparison of the offocts of viscosity for pointed bodioe
with the effects for a blunt body shows clearly that body shapo
must bo considered, and that conclusions about ~iscosity effects
Iasod upon tests of blunt bodios maybe complobly inapplicable
to the aerodynamic shapes which am suitable?for suporsoni.cflight.
For oxamplo, in tho caso of a sphoro at 1.5 Mach number wit~ an OvoP-
ell Reynolds nvmbor variation of from 7.5”x 104 to 9.0 X 10 , the
a.groomontbetween the drag data fram Gc.ttingen(referoncc 7),
PocnomUn& (roforcmco 21), and tho present wind tunnel is within 1
percent of the values measured for fr~o-flight (roforonces 7 and 22].
It is ovidont that tlm effects of viscoeity on the drag of a sphere
em quito differon’tfrom tho offocts on tho pointod bodios tested
in this investigation,
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The conclusions

CONCLUSIONS

wtdcb follow apply for a Mach nunber of 1.5 and
at Reynolds numbers based upon model length uy to about 5 millions
for bo~es Of re~ol~tion s~hr to theories tested.

1. The effects of ~iscosity differ greatly for laminar and
turbulent flow in the boundary layer, and wtthin each regime depend
upon the Reynolds number of the flow zundthe shape of the bdy.

2. Laminar flow was Found on the smooth bodies up to a Reynolds
number of 6.5 millions and nay possibly exist to considerably higher
values.

3
.) ● A comparison between the test results ~or lsminar and for

turbulent flow in the boundary layer at a fixed value of the Re~olda
number shows that:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

The resistance to sepsrationwfth tm?bulent flow in the
boundary layer is much greater,

The shock-wave configuration near the base depends upon
the type of the boundary-layer flow and the relabive
degree of boat tailing.

The fore drag coefficients with turbulent boundary
layer ordir&ly are hi~her.

The base pressure i3 much higher with
boundary layer.

The total drag is usually higher with
boundary layer.

4. For lsminar flow in the boumiary layer
effects were found:

the tmbul.ent

the turbulent

the following

(a)

(b)

The lsminar boundary layer separates fcIrwsM of the
base on all boat-tailed bodies tes~ed, and the
position of separation varies noticeably wi’& Reynolds
nuniber. Lninar separation is not necessarily
accommanieilby a shock wave originating frcqap~e
potnt of separa~ion. On many of the models the
separation is located in a region upstream of which
the nressure continually decreases in ‘de direction
of the flow.

The trailing shock wave moves
l%ymolds ntiber is increased,
takesplacein the shock-ave
base.

coNFIDEN!rEAL
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(c)

(d)

(0)

5.

CONFDXNZUIAL NACA IW1NO. A7A315 .-

With incr~asingReynolds n-cmbors,the fore drag cooffi-
cionts incroaso for higlhlyboo,t-tcilodbodios c.nd
docreaso fci~badios without boat tailing, For modor-
G.tdy l)oat-t:.ilod bodtoa tho variation of the foro
drag cocn?ficiontwith Roynohis nwubor is rolativoly
small.

The baso yrossuro of tho boat-ttiiledbodias is
controlled bY tho l~i~ flOp~atiGn ~d ch~~os
mmkodly with Reynolds number. Nor bcdios with
tho samo aftorhady shape, tho base prossuro also
d.apondsupon tho length.dismotar ratio of tho body. —

Total drag varlos considccyablywith Reynolds numhr,
chrngfng moro than 20
modols,

For turhulmt flow in
wwo found:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(0)

porcont for scmroralof *.Q —
,.

tho boundary lzyor tha fcllowlng offocts

Soparathn does not ordinmily occur. -

~0 ~hock-=vo c~tii~~tion ~0~” tho b~.~od~a not
chango noticeably as tho Reynolds num’borcha~.os.

Tho foro drr.Goooffici.ontsdocroasc slightly as tho
Reynolds number is incroasod.

The bmso prossuro changes very littl~ wiithchmging
Roynolde number.

Tho to’bd drag docroesoa as We Royrmlds nwibor is
Incroasod.

&llOS Aeronautical Laboratory,
Ihtioncl ~vi~ory C~ittoo for Aeronautics;

Moffott Field, C.-lif’.
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APPENDIX A

VARIATION OF TEST-SECTION STATIC P~

Since the static pressme with no nodel present varied along the
axis of the test section as shown in figure 7, it was necessary to
reply a correction to the measured.coefficients to account for the
increment in &zag or pressure resultir~ from this axial pressure
gradient. Although the axial variation of test-section static
pressure is not monotdnic, the pressures at the downstrem end of
the test section are unifozmly lower than the pressures of the up-
stream end where the nose of the models are ordinarily placed. Th%t3
meens that the actual preesure exerted at a given point on a body
ie lower than it would be if t~,eambient pressure gratient wei-ezero
as it is in free flight. The ~adient corrections =e calculatetlon
tineassumption that the magnitude of the pressure exerted at an
arbitrary point on the body in the tunnel is lower than it would
be if no gradient were present by an increment equal to tie amount
which the static pressure decreases (tith no model present) from
the position of the mcdel nose to tie position of the ~bitr~y
point. It is not necessary t-ainclude the corresponding axial
variation of dynamic pressuzzein the corrections since it vaz-ies
only *0.2 percent from the mean test--sectionvalue used in all
calculations. The corrections to the measured coefficients of model
1 lccateii2.5 inches downstream frcm the reference pressure orifice,
for emmple, ancunt to +0.012 in fore @ag coefficient end ~.026
in ba~e drag ccefficlent; the cor~espondhg percentages of the
uncorrected cceffioients of fore drag and be.sepressure ~ 12 and
15, respectively.

Because the gradient correction :8 relatively I=ge in tine
present tests and apparently has not been applieciin the past to
su~ersonio wind-tunnel data, an experimental justification of such
theoretical corrections is in order. Tke val:dity of the corrections
es.applied tofore dragis confirmed by teets on model 9, which
consists of a conical nose witlna 20° included angle and a short
cylindrical afterbody. The theoretical fore dz~agof this body, which
is equal to tinosum of the wave and friction drags, can be easily
calculated as a function of Reynolds number. The wave drr% Df the
conical nose is given accurately by the experimentally confirmed
calculations of Taylor and Maccoll (references 10 and 11). The
frictional drag can he calculated using the low-speed lextnar skin–
friction coefficients in accordance with references 3 and I-1,since
the boundary layer was completely lsminar over this model. A ccan–
parison of the corrected and uncorrected fore ti-agswith tha theo-
retical fore drag is shown in figure 8. ‘Thecorrectad fore drag
coefficients are seen to be in good agreement with the theom=tical
values: whereas tho uncorreclxd. data fall below the wave drag at.
high tunnel pressures.
an @possible f3it~tiOn

T%is latter condition, of course, reyrosonts
for abody withoutboattailing.

coNFm3NTIAL
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*

In order to check experimentally tke validity of the corrections
ae applied to the measured base prasmwa, model 1 was tested on tine
side support at five different.positions along the axis of the test
section. Because the support system remained fixed relative to the
body, the interference of the support is the same in each case, hence,
eqv discrepancies in the measured base pressures at the various
positions are attributableonly to tha pressure gm.dient along the
tunnel XCiS. ~i~e 9 shows that the uncorrected base pressureU%
taken at the five different positions differ by about 25 percent, but
the corresponding five sets of corracted_@ta fall within shout *1.5
percent of their mean, thus confirming the validity of the correction.

—

CONFIDENTIAL
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AP?ENDDI B

.2KECISI@N OF DATA

The accuzzacyof the results presented can le estimated by
consid.erhg the possible errors that are known to be involve~ in
the me~urenent of the forces and pressures, and in tiheddtsl@.ns.-
tion of the free--streamVich number and gre.dimt corrections.

The force measurements.are aubJect to errors fram shlfts in
th~ balance zero due to temperature effects, and also from a shift ‘
in the calibration constant. The zero shift, which is less than *1
percent of the force data at low pressures and less than *0.2
percent at hzgh pressures, was checked periodically by running the
tunnel through the complete temperature range with no force applied
to the lxale.nco.In the majority of cases the variation of ti~e
balance calibration constant, which was checked before and after
each series of tests, pezmitted a possible deviation of *0.3 percent
in the force data. ml data presented in figureB 12(b), 16, 17, and
the data for models 4, 5, ad 6 in figures 26(a) and 32(a) were
obtained during a period between two consecutive balance calibrations
for which the constant differed by 6.4 percent. A comparison of tie
data obtained during this pericd with theoretical results and wtth the
results of subsequent rerums of some“of the same models indicates
that the change in balance calibration occured before the data in
question were obtained. The results in the aforementioned figures
were therefore computed on the basis of the later calibration. It
is estimated that the maxhsum error in the balance calibration
constant for these results is at worst no ~eater than +0.3 to
–3.0 perce>t.

The pressure data, including the dynamic pqessuxxe,are subject
to smell errozw resulting from possibie ine=ct readings of the
mercury manometers. The base pressure data are also subject to an
additional error ~esulting from Me small variation in the specific
gravity of the dibutyl phthalate indicating fluid. At the most,
these sources can cause an error in tie totel and fore drag coeffi–
cients of about *0.3 percent, and in the base drag coefficient of
about *0.8 percent. The error in dynamic pressure due to the
uncertainty in the free-stream Mach nmnber is negligible, since tine
isentropic relation for the dynamic pressure as a function of Mach
number Is neazza maximum at a Mach nmber of 1.5. For slender bodies
of revolution the variation of the force coefficients with l&ch
number is quite small; hence, errors resulting frcm the variation of
free-stream Mach number from 1.49 to 1.51 are negligible.

On the basis of the data presented in figures 8 and 9, it is
estimated that for all tunnel prQssures the uncertainty in the
gradient corrections to total drag, fore drag, and base pressure
coefficientscamcause.at themostan errorin thesecoefficients

CONFIDENTIAL
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of *Q,~04,

that in the
Vflissource

CW’?FIDMT?TIY.L HACA RM No. A1’A31a

*0.004,m-d *0.005, ~ei3i]ectiw31y.It should be noted
tible on precision, presantod in the section on results,
of error, which is indepbr.dentof tunnel pressure. is.

expressed as an increment and not a= a percentage of ~he measured .—
coefficient.

Previous investigationshave shown that an unc~rtainty May he
~.niroducedin supersonic wind-tunnel data if the humidity of the
ti.zmelair is very hi~, To determine the effects of this va~iable
in the presant investigation, the specific humidity was vaiiiedfrom
the lowest values (approximately0.0001) to values approximately
20 tbes those ncxmally encountered in the tests. Drag aridham -
pressure measurements were taken on a body with a conical hm.d azndalso
cm a sphere. The results showed no app~ciable .effuctof humidity
over a range much greater than that encountered in the prosant tests,
pz’ovidedthe variation in test-section dynamic pressure with the
change in humidity was taken into account in the reduction of tho
data. It is believed, therefore, that the precision of the results
presented in this rop~rt is unaffeotedby humidity.

-.
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APPENDIX c

EFFECT OF SUPPORT INTERFERENCE

A knowledge of the etfects of support interference upon the
d..tain question is essentbl to an understandi~ of its applica-
bility to free flight conditions. Trevious to tlm prosont invef3ti--
gation an oxtonsive series of tests were conductod to dctormino the
body shape and support cam%inations necessary to ovaluato the support
interference.

In general, it was found that for the models tes’todin the amoth
condition (laminar boundary layer) the effect of tho roar supports
used-in the present investigation was nc@igible in aU respects for
the boat-ta~.le~models 2 and 3 and was appreciable only in tho baso
prussure measurements for model 1. On the basis of iineaerosfit~
it is believed that tho roer supports used for the otherhighly boa-
ts.ilodbcdtes (modols 4, 5, smd 6) have a ne@.igible effect on the
&zag of the model. For modol 1 combinations of ro~ support and side
support were used to mw&uate the effect of tho rear support on the
base preesure. Tho evaluation was made on the assumption of no
mutual interference between the reer support and side suppo~t, and
was checked by tho use of two different combinations or sido support
and re~- suppmt. Tho data tndiccta that the assmption is justified
within the ltiits of the experticntal accuracy and that the corroctod,
interference-freebaee pressures doducod by this method differ only
sli@tlY from thOSG measured tith th SidO support alono.

For the bodies wtth roughness added (producing a turbulent
boundary layer) a canplote investigation of tiiosupport intorforenco
was not made; consoqucmtly, a iiofinitsquantitst~vc evaluation of
the intorforcnce effects for each body in this condition cannot be
given. From the data that wore obtiinod it has boon found th.cttho
foro &ag is unaffected by the presence of the supports used in tino
present invostigaiion,%ut that a amdl amount of interforonco is
ovidont in Iihobase prossur~ coefficient which may vary from a
min-fmumof N.005 to a maximum of *0.015 for the difforont bodios.
‘l?hisuncertaintyin tho base pressure
roqmndingly small uncertainty in the
tho total drag cocfficiont.

coefficient results in a cor-
baso dm.g coefficient and in

coNFIDmw
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(a) Modelsusedforboundary-layertestaandforcomparisontestswithotherinvestigations.

FIGURE2.-Special-purposemodels.
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(b)Modelsusedtoevaluateeffectoflength-diameterratioonbasepressure.

FIGURE2.—Concluded.
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WXJEL 10 SRiERE D+DO

WDEL 5 Y-30[&&)q e.h5f D-150
W13EL Q L-75 D-150

MWEL B L- D-L50

tWDEL 6 Y-4,2[&-(&f e-2ti” O-W
MCOEL W L+CI D-LOO

NACA
A_!_!o_?E&4 (b) MODELS WITH CYLINDRICAL AFTERBODIES.

(a) BOAT- TAlLED BODIES. “

FIGURE 3- MODEL DIMENSIONS, FIGURE 3-CONCLUDED.
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F4ACA
A-10584
1o-1-46

FIGURE4.--Schenlatic diagram of model installation with rear support and drag gage.
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FIGURE5.-Schematicdiagramofmodelinstalledwithsidesupport.
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(a)Rearsupport.
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(13)Sidesupport,

FIGURE6.—Typical model installations.
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Model 1
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(See figure 7 for definition of x)
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(a) Uncorre’cteddata

ox= O in.
g x = 1.3 in.
ox= 2.4 in.
A X = 3.8 tn.
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(b),Gor:ect~d ~ata
t

the tunnel

1 2 3
Reynolde number, Rej millions

Comparison of’base pressure coefficient on
model 1 measured at various positions along
axis, with and withcut correction applied

,

for the variationof test-sectionstaticpreseuik.
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FIGURE10.—Typical schlieren photograph.
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NACA RM No. A7A31 a CONFIDENTIAL Figure 13

.

.

Re=6.5x 106.

FIGURE13.4chlieren photographs showing Iaminar flow over the cylindrical afterbody of model 7 at two
values of the Reynolds number. Knife edge horizontal.
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NACA RM No. A7A31 a CONFIDENTIAL Figure 14

(b)Knife edge horizontal.

FIGURE14.-Schlierenphotographshowingprematuretransitionon thecylinderafterbodyofmodel8.
Reynoldsnumber 9.35million.
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NACA RM No. A7A31 a CONFIDENTIAL Figure 19

Re=O.58x 10s.

Re=l.4x 108.

FIGURE19.-Schlieren photographs showing the effect of Reynolds number on laminar separation for
model 6. Knifeedgevertical.
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NACA RM No. A7A31 a CONFIDENTIAL Figure 20

Re=0.79 x 10s.

Re=l.Z x 108.

Re=O.10 x 106.

Re=S.8 x 106.

Model2

Model 3

Re=O.45 x 10~.
●

Model 10

FIGURE20.-Schlieren photographs showing the effect of Reynolds number on laminar separation for
models 2, 3, and 10. Knife edge vertical.
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NACA RM No. A7A?31a CONFIDENTIAL Figure 28

.

.

(a) Laminar boundary layer, Re=O.87 x 10E.

(b) Turbulent boundary Iayer, Re=O.87 x 10s.

FIGURE 23.-Schlieren photographs of model 6 illustrating the effect on flow separation of the condition
of the boundary layer.
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Model 1

Re=3.8 x 1o”.

3=0°.

.
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FIGURE 24.-Schlieren photographs showing the tied of turbulent boundary layer on shock-w-ave

figuration at base of models 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Knife edge vertical.
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NACA RM No. .47A31 a CONFIDENTIAL Figure 25

Re=l.2 x 10c.

.

Re=3.9 x 100.

.
Re=2.6 x 10@.

FIGURE 2&-Schlieren photographs show’ing the absence of any effect of Reynolds number on the flow over
the afterbody of model 3 with roughness added. Knife edge vertical.
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Model 3, Re=O.58 x 10°.
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Model 6, Re=O.62 x 106.

Figure 28

FIGURE 28.-SchlierenphotographsatlowReynoldsnumbers ofmodels3 and 6 withroughnessadded.
Knifeedgevertical.
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